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QCA welcomes the following new members and
extends warm congratulations to those
members who have upgraded. We look forward
to catching up with you at QCA functions.
Clinical: Elizabeth Mills
Associate: Dean King
Affiliate: Karen Carey, Jayneen
Farquharson, Todd Wehr.

We wish to thank Endeavour College
for the use of their rooms for training
and monthly Professional Development
and Networking meetings.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
MARCH 2011
A warm hello to members!
It’s been an exceptionally busy trimester in QCA, with our constitution being
finalised for distribution to members as per the EGM motion in October 2010,
the ongoing PACFA audit (concluded at the end of January 2011), and the
PACFA Council meeting late in March 2011. Communication with PACFA
(Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia) over the past months has
had ramifications for our per capita fees payments and the membership categories
reflected in the draft constitution. In turn, this has led to the review of membership fees as you’ll
have noticed in the Notice of General Meeting sent out recently. This edition of Contact offers a
good opportunity to be able to explain some of that in plain language .... so here goes - I’ll try to
give the short version!
PACFA Per Capita Fees and new Membership Categories:
All PACFA Members Associations (MA’s) pay a per capita fee (currently $155) to PACFA in order for
PACFA to function. (Like QCA, the PACFA board is comprised of volunteers – the current PACFA
president, Ione Lewis. has been putting in 25-30 hours/week unpaid work so we get a lot extra for
our contributions!) To date QCA has been paying this levy for all Associate and Clinical members
and Fellows. However, it came to our notice that the liability to PACFA is only for those Associate
members who have completed not only their course work (undergraduate or post graduate
qualification), but also the 200 client contact hours linked to 50 hours supervision – in other words
those members who qualify for Provisional listing on the PACFA register. Please note that this fee
is due by QCA for all members who have reached this level of training and experience, NOT just
those who have chosen to list on the PACFA register. So we have a potential refund for the
overpayment of the fees paid in the past for associate members who had not yet accrued these
hours when payment was due. This refund will be pursued by QCA with PACFA. On the other hand,
the membership structure as defined in the existing QCA Constitution did not provide us with the
means of identifying those Associate members for whom QCA becomes liable to PACFA. This is
one of the main reasons for the insertion of an additional category into the new QCA draft
constitution to be voted on at the General Meeting on 9th April. We have chosen the term
‘Provisional’ since it is identical to PACFA’s Provisional level - we hope that this will reduce
confusion.

QCA
Affiliate student or others who qualify
*Associate have completed coursework
*Provisional have completed coursework + 200 client

PACFA

# Provisional have completed coursework + 200 client

contact hrs + 50 hrs supervision

contact hrs + 50 hrs supervision

*Clinical have completed coursework + (250 +750) client

# Clinical have completed coursework + (250 +750)

contact hrs +(50 +75) hrs supervision

client contact hrs + (50 +75) hrs supervision

*Fellow (special contribution to QCA)

# included in PACFA Clinical

KEY: * denotes per capita fees previously paid

# denotes per capita fees actually due
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Many members will be keen to know what we all get for our money, and this question was posed
by the PACFA Council meeting by MA delegates wanting to be able to describe this succinctly to
their member associations back home. PACFA will be preparing a fact sheet on what it provides
MA’s, so you’ll be getting more detail, but in the meantime I’ll try to give a brief summary of what
we get from being professionals (i.e. from belonging to QCA within the PACFA professional
network):
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Recognition from the public that we are accredited professionals with nationally recognised training
standards
A complaints process offering protection for practitioners, clients and the public (this goes with the
recognition above)
PACFA training for managing complaints processes, plus the creation of a national pool of trained
practitioners (Professional Conduct Panel)
The opportunity to list on local and national registers
These registers can open up opportunities e.g. recent disaster relief activity resulted in government funded
training, as well as both paid and volunteer positions for QCA members – this was a PACFA initiative
A unified national voice through the ARCAP (Australian Register of Counsellors and Psychotherapists)
register – this has resulted in recognition from government for the first time, as well as the capacity to
lobby for further employment opportunities (see update circulated to members from Ione Lewis, dated
23rd March, on communication with the Minister for Health and Ageing, the Hon Mark Butler)
Rebates from Health Fund insurers are in process
Support and information from PACFA enabling QCA to update Association documents (such as the QCA
Code of Ethics)
Reliable administrative capacity ensuring safe record keeping, and timely responses to members, other
organisations, and general enquiries
Affordable professional development
Networking opportunities
Professional Indemnity and Public Liability Insurance at reduced rates
Newsletters to keep us informed of local and national items of relevance to our profession
PACFA eNews providing information about professional development by other MA’s and in other states
thus giving us a wider choice

This is not an exhaustive list, but gives some idea of the rigour and level of background support
involved in being recognised as professionals – and it all costs time and money. QCA and PACFA
fulfil this on our behalf. If we were each to seek recognition from the public and
from government as individuals it would take each of us a lot of effort, with
unlikely success. Much of this is actually shouldered by volunteers on behalf of
association members. This keeps association fees down, but at times
becomes too onerous for volunteers to cope with, and can interfere with
our own capacity to earn income. QCA, with approximately 275 members,
is too big to be administered by volunteers alone, so we have a part time
administration officer, which, although adding somewhat to costs, has the
added benefit of preserving the continuity of information, despite the turnover of management committee members. (Ros Turner, our admin officer is
particularly talented and a key player in QCA’s administrative team – we are very
lucky and need to make sure we keep her!!) However, the complexity of our national
campaign for accreditation is making increased demands on the amount of administrative work, as
recently experienced with the PACFA audit, and I wrote about this in the December Contact. The
reality is that we cannot guarantee a future for our profession without being part of PACFA. In
QCA we have tried to keep the proposed rise in fees as low as possible – see spreadsheet that
came out with the recent Notice of meeting.
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New QCA Provisional membership category
In order to determine which QCA Associate members are eligible for this new category, we will
send out a letter and upgrade form with the 2011/2012 renewals. In order to upgrade from QCA
Associate to QCA Provisional you will need to provide documentation of 200 client contact hours
(these can be part of, or immediately after, training) and 50 hours of related supervision. Please
begin to consider this now and start collecting the required documentation if you are eligible.
We will be requesting the return of renewals in early June in order to calculate our liability to
PACFA on membership numbers as of the end of June. Those QCA Provisional members who have
not already listed on the PACFA register will have the option to do so at a cost of $154 ($55
processing fee + $99 PACFA register fee). This is a one off cost and includes GST. This is
independent to upgrading to QCA Provisional. QCA will nevertheless be required to pay for these
members. Provider numbers from Health Funds are expected soon, as a result of the PACFA audit,
offering a tangible benefit in return for the investment of listing with PACFA.
Management committee news:
We have been playing musical chairs on committee with Alison Stegert, Kylie Tuner and Stacey
Lloyd resigning for a range of personal reasons, while Marie Griffin and Neil Wiseman have
generously returned to fill gaps on committee as per the QCA constitution, and Patrick Buick has
been welcomed back from sick leave to PD convenor.
QCA Oct 2010 EGM Motion on Acceptable Categories of Professional Development:
In keeping with the motion passed at the October EGM, I raised the topic of PD at the PACFA
Council meeting this month, as originally worded:
That this E.G.M. of QCA recommend to PACFA that the categories of Readings, Audiovisual and Internet Learning and
Mentoring a/Coaching for specific client issues, be considered appropriate forms of professional development.

Traditionally Council meetings explore items with a view to passing motions at the AGM in August.
The whole of council (approximately 60 delegates) was invited to define the kinds of activities that
should be considered acceptable PD. A very wide range of ideas arose as a result of this rich
process. These included ideas to cater for rural members, as well as how to harness the best of
emerging technology, while maintaining accountability for standards. The next step is that all the
points raised at the Council meeting, including PD, go back to the PACFA board. PACFA will get
back to MA’s on the outcome, and we’ll keep you informed.
Promoting the profession of counselling and psychotherapy – we need your help:
As mentioned in the December Contact, we request you let us know if you read an advertisement
detailing a job description for which you would be qualified as a counsellor/psychotherapist, but
which fails to include qualified PACFA registrants amongst the professionals listed. The
management committee has compiled an information letter template to send to employers in
these cases.
General Meeting 9.00am Sat 9th April, Endeavour College Room 15:
Please consider coming along to the QCA General Meeting to provide a quorum, as well as to
exercise your vote on the motions circulated last week– we’d love to see you there, and hear your
input at this important time for the Association.

Jean Tulloch
President QCA
March 2011
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 2011.
Dear Members,
Thank you to all those who replied to our Professional Development survey. There was an excellent response and
thanks to your feedback we believe we have achieved a significant range of topics and presenters. We also have
been able to meet nearly all of your requests as submitted on the survey forms as well as topics gleaned from an
analysis of suggestions made on the Evaluation Forms from the various PD presentations.
st

As you can see below, we have our usual 1 Fridays of the Month as QCA Professional Development evenings – with
the exception of 29 April (not 5 May); we are delighted to announce that Ione Lewis, PACFA President, will be
presenting. During this year we have also planned for four Half Day workshops. At the Professional Development
Forums (PDFs) on Friday nights members can acquire 1.5 hours of Professional Development and for the Half Day
Professional Development workshops members can be granted three hours of Professional Development. This is a
possible total of 28.5 Professional Development hours available this year.
One of the greatest values of these Professional Development Forums is the networking opportunity such occasions
provide. So do come along and enjoy each others company and continue to learn from each other as well. We are
very excited by the variety of topics and presenters and grateful for all your feedback and suggestions. Please do
not hesitate to continue to inform us of your Professional Development priorities.

QCA Professional Development Plan for 2011
Date
29/4
FRI PDF

14/5
HALF DAY

Topic
PACFA news from Ione Lewis, PACFA President,
including achievements to date, challenges ahead
and discussion on the Proposal for Supervision
Accreditation and the Draft Disaster Response Policy
with question and answer opportunities
Helping Couples maintain mutually rewarding
intimate relationships

Guest Speaker

Venue

Ione Lewis

Endeavour

Karol Misso

Family Relationship
Centre
Maroochydore
Sunshine Coast
Endeavour

3/6
FRI PDF
1/7
FRI PDF
5/8
FRI PDF
20/8
HALF DAY
10/9
AGM

Addictions and being creative with Motivational
Interviewing
Stories of strengths approaches to anxiety and
depression
Exploring the impact of grief/loss on children with
parental separation
Ethical Taboos in Counselling

DRUG-ARM Guest
Speaker
Paul Montgomery

7/10
FRI PDF
4/11
FRI PDF
19/11
HALF DAY

Endeavour

Rhett Chapman

Endeavour

Donna McAuliffe

Endeavour

QCA Annual General Meeting

Special Guest
Speaker

Compassion – Fatigue and Resilience

Jenny Gilmore

Methyr Uniting Church
Centre
New Farm
Endeavour

Domestic Violence Prevention – working with men
changing & one man’s story of change
Using Psycho-drama in Counselling

Kelly Byrne and
‘Clive’
Charmaine McVea

Endeavour
Endeavour

Patrick Buick for the QCA Professional Development Committee.
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PACFA REPORT
PACFA Report at a glance:
· The status of the PACFA audit and allocation of Private Health Provider Numbers. This is
understandably an important issue for many QCA members so I thought I would begin this report
by updating you on exactly where it is up to. PACFA has now completed all of the necessary
paperwork for all Member Associations including QCA and all is in readiness for the auditor from
Medibank Private. The date that the audit will take place is dependent on the availability of the
auditor.
· New directions for PACFA. The PACFA Council Meeting took a whole new format under the
direction of Professor Ione Lewis. She instituted World Cafe Discussions as opposed to the normal
whole group discussions. This had a number of significant implications:- the small group discussions
meant that all delegates voices were heard; a rich and wide range of ideas was captured regarding
future directions for PACFA from across the full range of MAs including ours; trends and common
themes were drawn out from the ideas tabled. Next PACFA will translate these into specific actions
and strategies and report back to MAs. A review of the new process trialled by the Council was
conducted at the end of the weekend, resulting in a decision to use a combination a small group
discussion and whole group to ensure the needs of all the delegates are met.
· The ARCAP Register. The ARCAP Register should be completed and on line by mid year.
· World Psychotherapy Conference will be held in Sydney from 24th – 28th August .See
http://www.wcp2011.org; for more details.
· A new Pending membership category. People who fall into this new category have been on the
register but have been found not to quite meet membership criteria. You will be personally
contacted if you fall into this category within the month.

PACFA Report in more detail:
QCA delegates Jean Tulloch and Margaret Watters attended the 2011 PACFA Council Meeting on the 19
and 20th of March at St Mary’s, University of Melbourne. The conference opened with good attendance
and this was maintained right through till close of business on the Sunday. This is a departure from normal
and can probably be put down to the new more open and inclusive format mentioned above.
Saturday 19th March
President’s Report- Professor Ione Lewis
· Board changes- The Board has significantly changed since the departure of CEO Dr Colin Benjamin
and Past President Tim Johnson Newell. More changes are to come as the new Professional
Practice Committee (bringing together Training, Ethics, Register and Accreditation under one chair)
has been voted in. This will be chaired by Andrew Little. (Other new board members were voted in
at the end of the Council Meeting)
·

Recent times have seen great change at all levels in PACFA which is reflected in the many
documents that have been written in a short period of time : a new Draft Strategic Plan,
amendments to the Professional Training Standards and the Accreditation Documents, a new
PACFA Disaster Response Policy (draft), two submissions to the Department of Health and Ageing
(Medicare Locals and Flexible Care Packages for the Mentally Ill , amendments to the
Communication Strategy and the PACFA structure document.

·

Ione thanked all MAs, PACFA Board members Belinda Gilbert and Dr Kaalii Cargill and staff for the
enormous amount of work done in gathering documentation for all registrants in readiness for the
audit.
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·

All Private Health Funds have been contacted and negotiations continue. The auditor from
Medibank Private is expected in the near future.

·

Maria Brent has been appointed to the new position of Executive Officer for three days a week. She
will be heavily involved in representing PACFA and promotion of MAs.

·

Ione predicts that the near future will be a great time for PACFA as “we will finally see the
outcomes of the professions financial support and many years of planning.”

Vice President’s report- Dr Kaalii Cargill
With only 7 months in the position, dynamo Kaalii reported on learning on the job and her extensive
involvement in many areas – register Committee, Ethics, Research, Per Capita fees, Board business,
Performance Development Reviews, liaison with MAs. She also listed her priorities as
· Developing a proactive sustainable culture at all levels of PACFA
·

Strengthening PACFA’s position as a peak body for Counselling and Psychotherapy

·

Developing a data base of effectiveness research in Counselling and Psychotherapy

Treasurer’s Report- Mick Grey
Overall PACFA has maintained a favourable variance against budget to Dec 2010 with income lower by 14%
(due to a fall in MAs fees and a cessation of research revenue) and expenditure lower by 33%. Of note:
· $18,000 was spent on staffing costs associated with internal audit of the register in preparation for
the external audit
·

Two proposals have been put forward foreshadowing motions 1. to enable MAs to pay fees
monthly by direct debit (this will incur a 5% admin fee) and 2. to link per capita fees to the CPI in
order to keep PACFA viable. QCA will need to consider the implications of theses motions.

Sunday 20th March
Professional Practice Committee Reports
The first meeting of the PPC, Professional Practice Committee was held on 5th February 2011.
5 issues were discussed:-Establishment of the Committee and its terms of reference, Training, Ethics,
Register, Course Accreditation.
Training Standards Council Report- Dr Alison Strasser
The TRS has been working on the following
· updating training standards in the draft PACFA Training Standards 2012 to come into effect 1st
January 2012. The revised standards will only apply to new applicants from the date above.
Proposed changes relate to:- the inclusion of a year supervised clinical practice in both post and
under graduate full time intensive courses; observation and co-therapy may only comprise 50 of
the 200 hours of client contact; trainers must have a minimum of 5 years experience as
practitioners in their field; regarding client contact hours, alternative technology ie telephone, web
etc may be considered when geography or disability is an issue
·

looking at the feasibility of a Supervision Accreditation Program. To this end a Working Draft of
Supervision Training Standards has been developed also with a view to being implemented on
January 1 2012. The Training Standards Committee put forward a discussion paper that proposes
an Accredited Supervisor position and a Transition pathway that would be in place for 3 years.

·

The reference group is refining the distinctions of aims, approaches and training of counselling,
psychotherapy and psychoanalytic psychotherapy. Once received, the training Standards
Committee will put forward the proposed changes for the August AGM.
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Ethics Report- Elizabeth Shaw
· one complaint process involving a PACFA accredited course has been concluded in the
respondent’s favour.
· a number of MAs with challenging ethical issues and complaints processes have been resourced
since the last Council meeting. The dialogue is invaluable in building capacity within PACFA ranks.
· The ethics committee has been represented at the Professional Affairs Sub Committee meeting
where we looked at issues in common across the practice related portfolios. These are extremely
valuable and will happen twice a year for this purpose.
· The professional conduct panel (PCP) training has had to be postponed again but will now be held
by hook or by crook on June 4th.
· Two MAs (so far!) have asked about joining the PCP training in order to understand PACFA
processes better, learn how they dovetail with those of the MA, and how to “skill up” in ethics
complaints processes. I would be interested to know if other MAs would be interested in this, as we
could organise a separate event with that focus.
Emerging issues:
»
We are developing procedures to operationalise the new Code of Ethics
»
We are developing principles and procedures for managing complaints related to accredited
courses.
»
We need to explore the relationship between PACFA Codes and MA Codes. At present, MAs are
asked to have a code at least at the level of the PACFA Code. However it seems that this may never
have been defined in practice. This will also result in clearer procedures about
»
managing complaint enquiries and procedures.
Research Report – Dr Sally Hunter
· A decision has been taken that PACFA will tender for the ARC (Australian Research Council) review
of the Excellence in Research ranking of journals in the field of counselling and psychotherapy.
·

The Therapist Survey Project is close to completion.

·

Returned funds from the above Project will be used for literature reviews into the effectiveness of
different therapeutic approaches starting with Family and Relationships Therapy.

·

Reviews of evidence of effectiveness of current therapeutic approaches to working with
depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress and eating disorders are hoped to be published

·

There is now information on the web regarding the Research Committee and its current priorities.
Comments are welcome

Membership Forum
Discussion in this large group centered on a new category of membership- Pending. This new category has
been formed to cater for members who were previously on the register but as a result of the audit have
been found not to satisfy membership criteria. These Pending members will not be visible on the website
and will have until March 2011 to upgrade their status before being taken off the PACFA register. Those
QCA members who fall into this Pending Category will be individually contacted regarding their status and
what they will need to do to upgrade their membership category. Please note that fees will be required to
be paid to remain in the Pending category.
In Conclusion, as a new delegate to the PACFA Council meeting, I was very encouraged by the amazing
energy, enthusiasm, professionalism and sheer hard work of all the PACFA office bearers. The good news
for us as members is that it seems that all the years of tough foundational work by our national body are
finally about to pay off for us in concrete terms.
Margaret Watters
QCA Delegate to PACFA
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On being flooded....
I arrived back in Brisbane last year in time for the New Year, and just in time for the floods. I had been
away for 5 months, trying to cope with the grief of losing my husband in February. This last year has been
the worst year of my life without a doubt. I have never known the hideous pain of loss before. I had no
idea how bad it was, and discovered how little we understand death and grieving in our society. By July I
felt I was dying of a broken heart myself so went off to Berlin to stay with my baby girl.
I traipsed around Europe with a heart that felt broken. I cried myself to sleep in ten countries. I dragged
myself, and my back-pack, all 850 km across the Camino in Spain, and walked on to Finisterre – to the
end of the earth, and, despite beautiful scenery and the kindness of strangers, I found that distance made
no difference to the pain. I stood under the Eifel tower and remembered going up it with my family in a
storm in 1995, when we were intact and safe and happy. I marvelled at the Parthenon, and drank
amaretto by the litre in Portugal, trekked mountains in Germany and cried the harder at Auschwitz. I
went to Israel as a human shield to help the Palestinians pick their olives without being harmed by crazy
settlers and soldier boys, and I warded off the unwanted attention of non-ageist, non-racist Egyptian men
in Cairo. I braved crossing their roads, slept at airports, on floors and even under bridges, and nothing
made a difference to my heart.
When I turned the key in my front door in late December my heart felt heavy. I dreaded seeing the
memories of my lover lurking in our house. Instead I found a rat in my bed and my fridge full of mould.
I’d cleaned out the mould and was restoring order down stairs in the bedrooms, and keeping really busy,
determined to rebuild my life when the floods came. I felt swept along by them as though it didn’t
matter. My life was already out of control, what’s a bit of water I thought? But I went onto automatic
pilot once again, and rescued books and clothes and what I could from down below. I left my husband’s
clothes hanging down there, thinking what’s the use.........? I finally stopped trying to retrieve bits of my life
that mattered, and went to bed around 1 am on Tuesday morning. At 3 am I woke up wondering why
the fan had stopped. The overhead lights were on, but not the power points. I lay there for a moment
enjoying the quietness and the gentle sound of water lapping downstairs. DOWNSTAIRS! I flew out of
bed then, and peered desperately down the stairwell, and there it was, brown muddy water creeping up
my stairs, like nature stalking me, mocking my belief in free-will and self-determination.
Over the next 24 hours I waited anxiously, along with all the other worried Queenslanders, for the big tides
to arrive, and I prayed to anyone who might be listening, not to let the water come upstairs. At this stage
I thought my expensive insurance policy covered floods. By Friday the water had all gone away again,
leaving me with 5 feet of mud up the walls. The furniture was ruined, and nature had claimed my
husband’s clothes. I felt my life was out of control, but I was calm - numb again and really didn’t care. I’d
seen my supervisor Glen Guy early Friday morning, and his wife Mary gave me a box of toffees, telling me
I needed comfort.
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That was the beginning of the miracle and I felt the tide was turning in my life. By mid-afternoon there
were 25 people in my house with pressure-hoses, brooms and spades and cleaning gear. The furniture and
the mud were both taken out. One lovely lady called Flower took all the muddy linen out of my
cupboards. By Saturday there were more than 60 people pulling out walls, scrubbing down furniture,
cleaning windows, dragging the rubbish out onto the nature strip. When we couldn’t fit anymore there
they carted it across the road, and piled it 6 foot high. Flower returned in the afternoon with the first of
about 10 loads of linen, soaked, disinfected, washed, dried and folded beautifully. It made me cry to see
all those sheets and towels that once belonged to our happy noisy family of five, arriving back again.
Instead of rebuilding my life, I was about to rebuild my house, but now people were there eager to help
me and support me through this. When Gilbert died they had been there with me for a month, then no
one knew what to do, and they all went away. People worried when I wasn’t showing signs of recovering.
When they saw me grieving even harder after 3 months they shook their heads and shrugged their
shoulders, and gave up. In the face of death people don’t know what to do, but a flood was another
matter, they knew how to handle that, and the support continues every day. I have no insurance to cover
the flood damage, and Anna (Ms Bligh to most), says that despite not having any income, I am not
eligible for a rebuilding grant, but I don’t care! With the help of friends, I feel determined not to let this
beat me. I intend to write a book on love, loss and living on – to help people understand the grieving
process, and know how to help. In June I will rent my house out to pay for the rebuilding, and I will walk
around Queensland for the Heart Foundation to raise awareness about heart health. Now that I have
projects and support, now that the real hard physiological impact of death has subsided, I know I can get
through this. This attitude reflects my personality and natural resilience, but it is also assisted by my
experience as a counsellor – as well as my mates.
Jillian White

It must be said that genuine compassion is not like
pity or a feeling that others are somehow lower
than you. Rather, with genuine compassion you
view others as more important than yourself.
Dalai Lama
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“Working with imagery and metaphor
to unlock inner resourcefulness.”

Interactive Drawing Therapy (IDT)

IDT courses have been rated highly by over 6,000 participants
· Professional, relevant, compatible, accessible
· Solid, innovative and immediately usable theoretical base
· Effective, safe, user-friendly, powerful, liberating
IDT FOUNDATION COURSE TRAINING 2011
City
Unit One
Unit Two
Perth A
March 3-4
March 7-8
Adelaide A
March 10-11
March 14-15
Sydney A
March 17-18
March 21-22
Melbourne A
May 20-21
May 23-24
Brisbane A
May 20-21
May 23-24
Brisbane B
July 22-23
July 25-26
Sydney B
July 22-23
July 25-26
Adelaide B
August 12-13
August 15-16
Melbourne B
August 12-13
August 15-16
Brisbane C
September 2-3
September 5-6
Sydney C
September 2-3
September 5-6
Cairns
September 23-24
September 26-27
Canberra
September 23-24
September 26-27
Perth B
September 23-24
September 26-27
Hobart
September 23-24
September 26-27
We also offer a range of secondary courses: Advanced course, and our Professional
development series (Working with Children and Adolescents, Groups, Supervision,
Working with Archetypes, Family and Mediation)
To register for our training courses or for more information:
Visit www.InteractiveDrawingTherapy.com
Email: idt@pl.net or Phone: +64 9 376 4789
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